Using model proteins to quantify the effects of pathogenic mutations in Ig-like proteins.
It has proved impossible to purify some proteins implicated in disease in sufficient quantities to allow a biophysical characterization of the effect of pathogenic mutations. To overcome this problem we have analyzed 37 different disease-causing mutations located in the L1 and IL2Rgamma proteins in well characterized related model proteins in which mutations that are identical or equivalent to pathogenic mutations were introduced. We show that data from these models are consistent and that changes in stability observed can be correlated to severity of disease, to correct trafficking within the cell and to in vitro ligand binding studies. Interestingly, we find that any mutations that cause a loss of stability of more than 2 kcal/mol are severely debilitating, even though some model proteins with these mutations can be easily expressed and analyzed. Furthermore we show that the severity of mutation can be predicted by a DeltaDeltaG(evolution) scale, a measure of conservation. Our results demonstrate that model proteins can be used to analyze disease-causing mutations when wild-type proteins are not stable enough to carry mutations for biophysical analysis.